Dear Faculty Research Mentors,

Many of the funded students in your lab will present a poster at a conference or be an author on a publication. We appreciate it when you remind the students to reference the grant number of their scholarship program(s) on any poster or publication.

NIH MARC: T34-GM008574
NIH MBRS-RISE: R25-GM059298
NIH MS/PhD Bridge: R25-GM048972
NSF STC CCC: 1548297
Genentech Scholars: Genentech Foundation MS Dissertation Scholarship
CIRM: EDUC2-08391
NIH BUILD: TL4-GM118986
NSF REU: DBI-1659175

Students with travel funds or a research incentive stipend paid by the LSAMP program should also acknowledge that grant.

NSF LSAMP: HRD-0802628

NIH Bridge to the Baccalaureate: 5R25-GM050078 (double-check the # with Professor Weinstein)

If you do not know what fellowship your student has/had, please contact the SEO office and we will check for you.

**NIH Compliance**

For NIH-funded publications, the publications also need to be in compliance with the NIH Public Access Policy: [https://publicaccess.nih.gov/](https://publicaccess.nih.gov/) and [http://publicaccess.nih.gov/FAQ.htm](http://publicaccess.nih.gov/FAQ.htm).

Many science literature publishers automatically comply with the policy: “Final, peer-reviewed manuscripts must be submitted to the NIH Manuscript Submission System (NIHMS) upon acceptance for publication, and be made publicly available on PMC no later than 12 months after the official date of publication.” NIH funded papers need to have a PMCID.

However, some publishers do not automatically comply with the NIH policy by making the paper available on the PMC website: [http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/about/submission-methods/](http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/about/submission-methods/) and [http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK3846/](http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK3846/). In this case the first author or the lead faculty mentor needs to complete the steps to comply with the NIH Public Access Policy.

If we do not comply with this policy, the SFSU NIH funding can be held up until we are in compliance. If you need help with this, let us know.

Thank you,
SEO Leadership Team

Student Enrichment Opportunities Office
415-338-1305
[http://seo.sfsu.edu/](http://seo.sfsu.edu/)

*Check with the SEO Office for updates.*

**Date:** September 1, 2016

**Subject:** Citing SEO funding and NIH compliance